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ST BERNADETTE
BRANDON

The Spring 2021 season has been
amazing for the St. Bernadette.

They are focused and primed for a
postseason push. Peter has been an
outstanding guard who’s energy has
been infectious to the whole team.

John has dominated the boards this
season and has really helped our
team gain extra possessions on

offense. Grant Wolfe is a top notch
guard who’s shown the ability to

knock down shots from deep. James
is a stud defender who’s locked
down some of the leagues best

players. Tommy is an expert passer
who’s always looking to get his

teammates involved. Grant Powell is
a crafty guard that isn’t afraid to go

into the paint and get his hands
dirty. Ray is unstoppable when

driving to the hoop and energizes
the team with his effort plays. Peter

Maslar lightning speed and quick
reflexes has been crucial to our

teams backcourt play.

STA WIZARDS
TAYLOUR

The STA Wizards have been a team to
reckon with all season! Starting the season
out strong the Wizards were a team full of

energy and love for the game of
basketball. With some practices under their

belt they strengthened some core
fundamentals and prided themselves on

getting better each day. We have Nick who
brings tenacity on the boards and great

hard nose defense. Then there’s Tyler our
teams floor general who loves to direct

traffic and excels in those gut-wrenching
moments. We have the duo Bo and Will who

will give their all every play and hustle
after every loose ball and get every 50-50
ball. We have Griffin and Aditya who both
give the team everything they have when
on the court. You will never see these two
not focused on the play ahead. Cian who

anchors our defensive from the middle. We
have Paul who has enough energy for

everyone on the team, while not shying
away from getting the next team bucket.
Grady is the most eager to get involved
and lead his team both on and off the

court. Finally, we have Caleb who is our
biggest team player who is willing to take

on whatever task the team needs. Together
these guys are making great strides as one
of the best teams in the league. Keep your
eyes out for these guys because they are

coming for you!



 

BETHESDA BRUINS

Bethesda Bruins is a team with so much talent and diversity. A bunch of
great kids who are easy to coach and fun to be around. From day one u

can feel positive vibes and great team chemistry. Yuga is the brain of the
team. Great point guard that can see the game by making the right play

99%of the time on defense and on offense. Tyler is another smart kid that
understands what he needs to do to be efficient on offense. Liam is the

energy guy who plays hard on both ends of the court. The type of player
every time needs in his roster. Thomas is another good player that knows
what to do when on the court. He has a great potentiel and you can tell

when he is on the court cause he is east to find with a pass. Won’t be afraid
to shoot that ball. Finn is my guy. A great kid that is willing to do anything

thing to help his teammates.he will make the right pass, will score, will
defend and will always ask question to understand what he needs to do.
Amarb is another great teammate that will defend, grab rebound and

score when the team needs him. He uses his length on defense to help his
teammate when they get beat. Fernando is the engine on defense. With his
size he runs hard every play, block every shot, is athletic that can score in
opened court and make his presence be felt when there. Another one with

great potential. Jack is the IQ guy. He knows what he is doing, he is a
skilled versatile player on the court and always makes the right play on
offense and defense. His rebounding and shooting ability is underrated

and will make you pay if the opponent is paying attention. David is another
one who is willing to do whatever it takes to help the team to win. He

knows his role when on the court and love to be around his teammates.
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MARCUS
3RD GREEN

Rex was an incredible asset to the team and one of the best communicators on our team. Rex is the type of player who is the glue that
helps keep the team together, a fierce post player and awesome rebounder. 

 
Nikki I'm really excited about Nikki and what he did for us this year his defense became an incredible asset to our team. I think that he

has the length and the tenacity to be a very good player. I love his shot and just really excited about the way he progressed and fought
for more playing time this year. 

 
Leo is an incredibly gifted athlete and he's also a very smart athlete. We can depend on Leo, on the defensive side, to check the

opposing team's best offensive player. Leo does an incredible job of driving the ball to the basket too!
 
 

Everett's got such an upside because he learns very quickly. He accepted his role on the team as a facilitator, but he still learned and
watched others. Everett is probably one of our best screen setters on the team and one pf our best nonverbal communicators on the

court. 
 

Isaac's quite talent. We really liked what he did on the offensive side especially when he decided to put his head down and go to the hoop
or when he decided to grab some rebounds and keep the ball above his head. He's got the length to be a very good player and we are

looking forward to seeing what happens to him in the future.
 

Cole, he does a little bit of everything well! We is a very good passer, has an excellent long range shot and he has speed! He's got the
speed to guard any opposing team’s point guard with no problem. Love his big heart! A very good and emerging all-around player!

 
Jackson, in a number of games, was our MVP because he made the right plays at the right times. He's got a very smooth jumper – that

can only get better. Jackson knows how to use his body on to his advantage on both offensive and defensive ends. He runs well and has
got great stamina and that's important when you're playing full court most of the game. I truly enjoyed coaching Jackson.

 
David would show us something new every week. One week it was his post-game and the next it was his passing. Then another game it

would be his shot and shot selection. David has a tremendous upside with his height, length and diversity of skills.
 

Boo, was our MVP in a meaningful number of games. His ability to trap at the right time, get the steal and get us in transition. Or grab a
rebound and start the break. Boo is well-versed in all aspects of the game. He is quiet, but he is a leader – the other players see how

hard he plays and the follow suit!
 

Eitan, what a fierce and humble competitor. Eitan, despite his size was often called on to guard the opposing teams biggest player. He
did so with honor and never complained. He is so athletic, he heart is so big. I am so proud of how he learned post defense and post play

and his upside is awesome, because his attitude is incredible.



 

COACH DAMARIO
NORTH BETHESDA

WARRIORS

The Warriors are battle tested and
ready for a trophy!! Rohan is a great
hard nosed defender that fights for

every 50/50 Ball. Filip can not be
stopped this season, he has thrived on
offense and defense leading the team
in steals. Alex is a two way player with

a tight handle. Sebastian is a
dominant rebounder and the

centerpiece of the Hoopers defense,
he creates a bunch of second chance
opportunities for the team. Peter is a

pure point guard who controls the
game on offense and defense with his

High IQ. Sami is an excellent team
defender and mid range shooter. He

has a knack for getting crucial
rebounds in the clutch. Davit is the

team's X factor, if he gets rolling on
offense the Warriors are a hard team
to stop. Ephrem is an explosive scorer

that thrives on fast break
opportunities and long range jump-

shots. Yann is a crafty scorer who can
score from multiple spots on the

floor. Jacob has shown major
improvement this season becoming a
standout defender for the team. The

Warriors are ready to win it all!!

TYRIKE
DEAL DEVILS

We are the Devils we bring the flame. It
starts with our lead dog Max. His intensity
is unmatched. He brings it every game and
leaves it all on the floor after each game.
Next our big man Ben if he wants the ball
better believe he’ll get it. His hustle is like

no other. Next comes our silent but deadly
scorer Rowan. His game is so smooth you

would realize late that he scored five
straight times on you. Our energy, soul and

heart is Desi. He brings it from the tip to
the buzzer. Whatever you need he can do
it. Next are Idan and Issac. Two slashers
that you must stay in front of or they’ll

shake and bake you quick. Then comes Ian
and Graham. The splash brothers literally.
Meaning put a hand up on defense or you

will most definitely pay. Can’t forget Owen.
He literally spreads the floor with the best
of them with footwork like no other. Don’t
get left in the dust.. And last but not least
our big man Felix. He controls the paint so
much you’d think he lives there so please

proceed with caution. We here , opponents
ain’t really ready for us!
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